R.C. 1991

To the Members of the Board


Belt Manufacturing

The Rates Committee has adopted, and the New York State Insurance Department has approved, a change to the New York Digest of Rulings and Interpretations which amends the entries for Belt Manufacturing.

The current entries for belt manufacturing, which distinguishes between men’s and women’s belts (Codes 2688 and 2501 respectively), are outdated as the distinction between the assignment of Code 2688 and Code 2501 is based upon the material from which the belts are manufactured, and not the gender of the wearer of the belt. Code 2688 “Leather Goods Mfg. NOC” applies to belts manufactured from leather and Code 2501 “Clothing Mfg.” applies to belts manufactured from cloth.

Attached for your reference is revised Page D-30 of Section II of the Digest of Rulings and Interpretations that amends the entry for belt manufacturing. An issue date of January 1, 2002 applies to these changes

Revised manual pages will be distributed as soon as they are available.

Very truly yours,

Monte Almer

President

CD:tg
Encl.
Banks and Trust Companies (continued):

Armored car crews—(Not applicable to contractors who provide such services) .................. 7380

Employees engaged in care, custody or maintenance—including night watchmen, elevator operators. and starters ................................................................. 9026

Real estate appraisers—largely engaged in appraising the value of private dwellings ............ 8742

Special officers, attendants, ushers, doormen, runners or messengers ................................. 8742

Employees of Contracting Agencies in Bank Service:

Guards, patrols, armed messengers, or armored car crews—incl. drivers ........................... 7723

Messengers—Unarmed ....................................................................................................... 8742

Bark Mills .......................................................................................................................... 2710

Bark Peeling—incl. drivers .................................................................................................. 2702

Bathing Beaches—all operations ......................................................................................... 9015

Beach Combing .................................................................................................................. 0042

Beer Drawing Equipment—installation—incl. drivers ..................................................... 5183

* Belt Mfg.—leather ........................................................................................................... 2688

* Belt Mfg.—cloth .............................................................................................................. 2501

Bill Posting In Street Cars, Buses, Subway Cars and on Station Platforms—incl. drivers
(Work performed on ladders to be separately rated) ....................................................... 5491

Blueprint Paper Mfg.—(Paper manufacturing to be separately rated) ............................. 4923

Blueprinting ....................................................................................................................... 4361

Boarding Houses—See Rooming Houses

Boiler Cleaning—See Cleaning

Boilers—low pressure—installation—incl. drivers .............................................................. 5183

Bowling Lane—operating restaurants—See Restaurants

Box Lining Mfg.—from coated or waterproof paper ............................................................ 4279

Box Mfg.—jewelry and poker chip—wood ........................................................................... 2841

Box Mfg.—wood frames for traveling or luggage bags ..................................................... 2841

Boy or Girl Scout Councils:

Camps—all employees ....................................................................................................... 9048

Brass or Bronze Work—manufacturing decorative fireplace equipment, candlesticks and door knockers ................................................................. 3041

Breeding:

Cattle breeding by artificial process—(Farm operations to be separately rated) .................... 8831

Small animal breeding—for research purposes .................................................................. 8831